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The Original NCOCA Six in 1978  & First Regattas 

The origins and founding of the NCOCA goes back to the year 1978.  This was a time when the Northern 
California Hawaiian Community yearned to revive their beloved sport of Hawaiian Outrigger Racing here 
on the mainland.  The community fundraised and worked hard to secure and build their canoes from the 
Malia molds that were proliferating in the late 1970s. 

Today these Malia that founded the NCOCA are still on the water.  They are revered and respected 
because they gave birth to the NCOCA.  The mantra in the 1970s was ”Build it and they will come!”  At 
today’s Malia regatta, you may recognize “Kehaulani and “Kaimanu II” who continue to have the racing 
spirit and are still racing today.  But more on our founding Malia in a later chapter.  

The birth of the NCOCA was more about community and a longing to bring a piece of the home islands 
to the mainland.  Hawaiians far and wide would come and support the NorCal community and its desire 
to paddle.  Talk story turned into desire, and desire turned into plans to form an outrigger canoe 
association.  First thing was to build a fleet of canoes and second was where to race and paddle?  It was 
a natural inclination for the Hawaiian to paddle in salt ocean water, but with a rugged and cold coastline 
where would they find a safe place to race the Malia? 

In 1978 the first unofficial regatta was hosted by newly formed Kaimanu, and held at Princton Harbor, 
Half Moon Bay.  Though hosted by a canoe club, it was a community effort with all six clubs working 
together to figure out how to run a regatta.  It was hard work, but the allure of the ocean and beach was 
so great that they did find a way.  

Yes, competition was a big part of the drive, but those summer months in 1978, was also centered 
around Aloha and Ohana.  It still is today!  With the first regatta a success and the early foundations of 
running a regatta set, a second Labor Day regatta that same summer was set just down the beach at 
Pillar Pt Beach. 

Some of us still remember the days when regattas were two day affairs of disco dancing on the sand, 
milk jugs for turn lanes, shifting currents and fog covered lanes off Pillar Pt in Half Moon Bay.  Harsh by 
today’s standards, we did not know any better, and simply enjoyed our summers paddling.   

It would be two days of eating as founding clubs offered BBQ and Hawaiian favorites to anyone who 
walked the beach buffet line.  No need for ice as the cold weather of Pillar Pt would keep the beer cold.  
Beer bets and grudge matches would result in loud cheering for their crews.   

As the races finished for the day, the keiki enjoyed the evening by the bon fires roasting wieners and 
marshmallows.  But it was off to moi moi land as chaperons and curfews ensured our keiki were ready 
for racing the next day.  The rest stayed up into the wee hours of the night talking story, and Kanikapila 
into the night by the fire.  Today some of those keiki are now running their own respective outrigger 
canoe club, and their keiki now paddling…paddling is in our blood and DNA.    
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Vernon Ha’o leading the Coach’s Meeting, Lake Del Valle, Livermore circa 
1979.  Vernon was from SoCal and instrumental in helping the fledgling 
NCOCA set the foundations of hosting a regatta in 1978.  Photo Credit 
Debbie Green, NCOCA 

 

The next morning was Sunday and the second day of racing.  You would hear the Race Chair, Ray 
DeCoito, yell “Paddles on the Gunwales” followed by “Ready All” and then “Go”.  And before the crews 
landed on the beach, the protests would begin in earnest.  Back then there were no Official NCOCA Race 
Rules.  But because of those first races, we now have today’s Official Race Rules…the result of progress 
and innovation that would follow since 1978. 

The 1970s Northern California Hawaiian Community was a close knit group with a profound respect and 
appreciation for their culture and traditions.  It was Ray De Coito, who grew up padding in Hawaii, and 
would collectively encourage and gather others to form the Northern California Outrigger Canoe 
Association or NCOCA starting in 1977.  Ray would eventually be appointed to lead the NCOCA as its first 
President. 

Gabe Young, Co-founder of Kaimanu, served as the first NCOCA Treasurer.  Gabe paddled with Waikiki 
Surf since he was a child and knew the rules from his paddling days.  Others included Oliver Kalaau, Co-
founder Kaimanu, who paddled and coached Kawaihae Canoe Club Big Island.  Another was Vernon Ha’o 
from Ventura Canoe Club supported and helped the NCOCA. 

Arma Fonseca, was appointed Secretary, and would also write the NCOCA Newsletter “Paddling Around” 
that was circulated to the various canoe clubs and to individuals interested in the Hawaiian Outrigger.  
Arma Fonseca was also editor and owner of the “California Hawaiian News.”  Arma would write 
excellent recaps of the NCOCA races, events, parties, who won, who got married to whom, and all things 
Hawaiian.  Arma would also eventually head the NCOCA and found the Ke Anuenue Outrigger Canoe 
Club in 1980. 

The goal then and today remains to perpetuate the history and culture of our people, and to revive the 
sport of outrigger canoe racing.  Our founding Kapuna did a tremendous job in difficult situations to 
build what we take for granted but enjoy today…racing a Malia in the cold choppy waters of our windy 
San Francisco Bay in April with no covers and big Hawaii Five-0, style paddles .  Today those 6 original 
clubs now number 21 and we are still growing and perpetuating.   
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We are forever grateful to those that have gone before us as we stand tall due to these names, De Coito, 
Young, Kalaau, Ha’o, Fonseca, and many others not mentioned.  They brought their childhood 
experiences of Hawaii to share with generations to come.  Much Mahalo to these Hawaiians and their 
contribution to who we’ve become today. 

So, who knows the original 6 NCOCA clubs and which ones are still in existence today?  Below are the 
original 6.  But in 1978 there was only one regatta.  It was a 2 day event and only 5 canoe clubs raced.  
The 6th original canoe club, Hui O’ Sacramento, did not race in the 1978 inaugural race, but worked 
feverishly to complete the build of their canoes. 

1. Hui O Ke Kai Outrigger Canoe Club  
2. Kaimanu Canoe Club 
3. Ehulani Youth Group 
4. Holo Wa’a Pa’a OCC 
5. Hui Wa’a O San Jose  
6. Hui O’ Sacramento (founding member, but did not race in 1978-1979)   

Over the years I would meet some of our founding Kapuna at “Ia Oe Ka La” Hula Competition at  
Pleasanton or the Foster City May Day Polynesian Festival.  They would come up to us and talk story.  I 
always enjoy their stories on the efforts to build canoes to be a part of the fledgling NCOCA.  They are 
amazed at how far we’ve come in numbers and level of competition.  I always give my Aloha and 
gratitude for their efforts in achieving their objective…to perpetuate the traditions and cultures of 
Hawaiian Outrigger Canoe racing.  They succeeded and are a testament to the Polynesian voyager and 
explorer who sail to new lands in search of adventure and opportunity while never forgetting where 
they came from.  It is now in our hands to keep it going…Imua! 

I hoped you liked this story and hope to write more with your kokua.   Mahalo to Debbie Green for the 
endless archive of pictures and stories.  Stay tuned for the next chapter in this series entitled “The Race 
to Build the NCOCA’s Malia Fleet” followed by “The NCOCA’s First Full Year of Racing 1979.” – Bernie 
“Ihitaiara” Bernal 
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The Original NCOCA Clubs Racing in 1978 
Photo Credits - Debbie Green, NCOCA 

 
Hui Wa’a O’ San Jose Outrigger Canoe Club 

 

Kaimanu Canoe Club – Kaimanu II, Pillar Pt, Half Moon Bay with Hanale I in the background 
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Ehulani Youth Group – Hanale I and her paddlers 

 

Hui O’ Ke Kai – Kehaulani and the big Hawaiian style paddles 
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Holo Wa’a Pa’a Outrigger Cano Club 

Note: Hui O’ Sacramento in 1978 was working to build their canoe but would not yet be ready to race in 1978.   
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Post 1978 Season Letter from Ray De Coite, NOCA President 
Photo Credits - Debbie Green, NCOCA 
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